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IceBear:  
 
Integrated Crystal-data-tracking Enhancing Biochemistry Education And Research 
 
Developed by Ed Daniel (University of Oulu) 
 
 
Addressing the needs of the researchers of  
a homelab, using a diverse range of  
crystallization setups and crystal treatment  
protocols. 
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1 Crystallization and diffraction meta data in one data base 
 

2 Meta data of crystals-on-pins 
3 Link from the ISPyB shipment is stored in the homelab data base  
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We need to capture the workflow for cryofreezing selected crystals of selected drops 
--connecting crystals to pins(barcoded/puckpositioned) 
--cleaning/recycling dewar contents when the dewar comes back 
 
We need to upload the meta data to ISPyB such that data collection can be done 
 
We want to retrieve the link where ISPyB will store the diffraction information 
 
 
 
 
We use barcoded pins, but the protocol will also work with non-barcoded pins 
 
 
 



We have written a rapid-access proposal to Diamond to test these protocols 
on the live-server at Diamond and we have tested this now in two sessions. 
 







Advantages, from the homelab perspective: 
 
In Oulu there are about 30 researchers, newcomers very regularly starting 
 
All researchers have direct access to the crystallization facility 
 
Education: the information now provided by the system makes it much easier for 
supervisors to monitor/discuss the crystallization results and diffraction information 
as well as using the power of the processing and structure determination pipelines 
running at the ESRF and DLS 
 
Research: All important data of the structure determination pipeline can now be 
recorded in one data base and are then available when writing publications 
 
One person is needed to coordinate the shipment. 
Inexperienced users are easily trained. Returning dewars are routinely cleaned. 
 
 
Advantages, from the synchrotron perspective: 
 
Proposal numbers, session numbers, beamline, data collection dates can be 
recorded. Any PDB-ident can be connected to where and when the data set was 
collected. Better use of the processing and structure determination pipelines. 
 
 
 
  



The optimal use concerns a lab that has Formulatrix imagers driven by Rockmaker. 
 
The software can be installed remotely using an installer. 
 
Upgrades can be dowloaded and implemented easily. 



-we would like to upload more information: to optimally benefit from the 
data-processing-pipelines and the structure-determination-pipelines at the 
ESRF and DLS (sequence, structure/PDB-chain, ligand). 
 



Practical aspects of how the work flow is captured 



Search for plates, but also for 
dewars, crystal-identifiers, pin-barcodes 



IceBear reads in the plates from our Formulatrix imagers 
 
and assigns it to its owner, who then can provide all the relevant meta data 



(selecting a crystal:  crystal identifier/sample name: LMTIM_9098A01d1c1)   



”fishing” module: we need to connect a crystal to a pin-barcode / position-in-puck 
 
”shipment” module: to sent the meta data to ISPyB and clean the returning dewar 
 
”crystal-page” module: to make accessible the ISPyB-link, DOI of the raw data, PDB entry 



Freezing crystals:  
barcode reader is used to identify pins, pucks and dewars 
touch screen (or mouse) is used to record that a crystal has been attached to a pin 

iNEXT course,  
2019 



Using IceBear when freezing crystals: 
a crystal gets associated with a pin/pinbarcode  or pin/puck position 



ISPyB link is recorded in the data base. Other info (proposal-ID, session-ID,  
beamline-ID) can also be recorded.  











The crystal page 





IceBear WWW-based viewer of the crystallization results 



Cleaning/recycling of the dewar and its contents when the dewar returns to the lab 



 
In Finland Instruct-FI (Biocenter Finland, coordinated by Butcher, Lehtiö) has 
submitted a national infrastructure grant proposal aimed at getting a central 
installation at the CSC for each of the structural biology nodes. This can be extended 
to other Nordic countries. 
 
 
Can we get this to work also for other synchrotrons? 
Can we upload also info on sequence, structure and ligand? 
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